It’s All About the NUMBERS……
By Judy Badgley
Over the last 20+ years we
have
worked
on
many
restorations. Not all of them
have been our own, some are
for customers through our
business and some have just
been helping friends. One item
that didn’t receive much
attention was glass. This issue
of NUMBERS, I will “look
through the glass”!
Here in Michigan it is not
unusual to require replacing
sheet metal when you restore a
car. Doors in particular are
changed because the lower
edges rust through. It is a quick
and easy repair to just switch to
a nice rust-free door. Rarely
does anyone switch the glass
unless the replacement door
doesn’t have glass. This can
also happen with ¼ panels that
are replaced as a complete unit.
In the past, usually nobody
changes the glass to what was
originally in the car. We have
even noticed an occasional car
that has been “restored” that
have different grades of tint on
the glass. It was not uncommon
in the 50’s and 60’s to order a
car with no tint. The tinted
glass was an added cost.
These days you can’t buy a
car with clear glass, it is
considered a safety issue. In
fact you can’t buy a
replacement glass that is clear
even if your car came that way
originally. The government
requires glass companies to all
provide tinted glass.
There are a few glass
companies around that provide
replacement glass for our old

cars. Many will also match the
date code of your original
glass, for an extra fee. This is a
wonderful service when you
are restoring a car. These days
that “numbers matching” issue
is an issue! Remember in
previous articles that I have
said that “numbers matching”
does not mean “original”!
Date-coded replacement glass
is another example of that
statement.
When you call one of these
companies to order your glass
and you want it to be an exact
replacement with the codes,
you are going to have to
provide the information from
your original glass. There are
several markings on the area
with the codes, all of these
mean something to somebody.
They have to know all of this
information. If you have a
missing piece of glass, it is
possible to check the other
glass in the vehicle and figure
out what the code would have
been, or at least pretty close.
Now lets look at (or through)

the glass………….
This is an example of a clear glass

The codes will be along the
edge of the glass, usually in a
corner. You are looking for a

set of white numbers/letters.
They may be read from the
inside of the car looking
through the glass or from the
outside looking in. Windshields
and side glass do not always
read from the same position,
but all side glass will be the
same on the same car. Reading
from the inside or the outside is
something you will have to
know to order the proper glass.
You will also need to provide
the location of the codes on the
glass.
Nearly all of the glass used by
GM was made by LibbyOwens-Ford and coded L O F.
There can be exceptions. In
particular we have noticed over
the years some of the vent
windows in the 68’s are coded
with P P G identifying them as
being provided by Pittsburgh
Plate Glass. Probably either
LOF couldn’t keep up with the
demand or different assembly
plants used a different vendor
because they were closer. It
could also mean it is a glass
panel that has been replaced
over the years. We found in our
parts inventory several vent
windows with PPG markings.
If your 68 H/O is marked that
way (I know of several that are)
I would leave it, as I believe
that to be the way they came
originally. Perhaps in the case
of the H/O’s as the production
for that year was winding
down, and the vent windows
were not being used in all of
the Cutlass bodied cars the
following year, they had to get
glass from a different supplier.

This is another puzzle we may
EXPLANATION / LOF CODES

Soft-Ray: tinted glass
SAFETY PLATE: original
equipment glass
LOF: Libby Owens Ford
AS1: American Standards
designation for windshield
AS2: American Standards
designation for side and rear
glass
LAMINATED: glass type for
windshield
SOLID TEMPERED: glass
type for side and rear glass
DOT 15: Department Of
Transportation rating code
M51: Manufacturers model
code
DATE CODES

never know the answer to.
SEPTEMBER
A
OCTOBER
Y
NOVEMBER
C
DECEMBER
V

MONTH (first digit)

YEAR (second digit)
1963
C
1964
G
1965
J
1966
A
1967
Z
1968
X
1969
V
1970
T
1971
N
1972
Y
1973
U
1974
L
1975
I

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST

Therefore the example in the
picture decodes to a side or rear
glass with no tint. The date
code “XX” would be February,
1968.
GM model year change over
happens in July. It is possible

N
X
L
G
J
I
U
T

Correction/Addition to this NUMBERS article.
I really enjoy getting comments about these articles,
that way I know someone is reading them. Jon Smith,
member #410 knows of TWO 1974 H/O’s with a
sunroof. They are the same style as the ones used on
the 1973 H/O’s. This sunroof is called a Vista Vent
Roof Ventilator and the option cost $95. He even sent
the window sticker from a 1974 H/O showing this
option. Thanks Jon for letting us know.

the glass could apply to either
the model year it was built or
the next model year. Example:
a code of “UN”, would be the
month of July. The model year
could be either 1971 or 1972.
In this case checking all the
glass and comparing the build
date of the car would determine
the proper use of the glass.
It was not uncommon for a
date code on the glass to be
several months prior to the date
the car was completed. The
date code would NOT have
been after the car was
completed.
Olds
ordered
assembly parts in quantity and
didn’t reorder until supplies
were at a certain level.
These charts are for the 19681975 GM cars. I am still
looking for a de-coder for the
newer cars!
Until next issue, don’t go
“NUMBER” nuts!

